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A NEW WAY TO COLLECT WATCHES



Which generated 

$2.4 billion
in 2018 on skins, 

emotes and battle 
passes

WHY 
WATCH SKINS?

Overview
Watch Skins gives people an 
exciting new way to: 

Collect  

Smartwatch Faces

Current smartwatch face 

offerings do not provide

what younger 

consumers want: 

Exclusivity & Scarcity

The rising popularity of 

smartwatches have 

made smartwatch faces 

one of the most popular 

new software 

application categories.

Sell

Buy

Wear

Design



THE SOLUTION
Watch Skins solves this problem by allowing 
users to create their own smartwatch faces 
and add them to our blockchain so they can 
be verified for authenticity and certification.

Our app is downloaded onto a mobile device, 
paired with almost any smartwatch on the market, 
and allows users to purchase blockchain
authenticated smartwatch faces.

This provides a new method for acquiring 
exclusive virtual collectibles as a wearable fashion.

Watch Skins will also be the 
premier home of licensed digital 
watch faces for major brands.

Our blockchain technology allows 
Watch Skins to sell premium 
licensed and branded watches from 
prominent brands and celebrities in 
both fully-configurable and pre-
designed offerings.



WHAT IS A VIRTUAL 
COLLECTIBLE?

Virtual collectibles are valued 
digital items that can be 
collected and traded.

Many of today’s games and apps 
have built in economies which allow 
users to buy and sell virtual goods 
within their platforms.

Users spend real world currency to 
acquire these virtual collectibles, in 
order to customize and enhance their 
experience within a virtual ecosystem.

Some of the most prominent 
virtual collectibles include:

Generated

In revenue in 2018Since debuting in 
2017

In 2018 on skins, 
emotes and battle 

passes

$414 Million$27.4 million$2.4 billion
Generated Generated



WHY NOW
Smartwatch adoption has 

grown exponentially:

Smartwatches 
sold in 2015

That number is 
projected to reach 

Unlike other virtual 
collectibles, Watch Skins 
are easily displayed.

People are spending billions of 
dollars for virtual collectibles, only 
to have them hidden on their 
phone.

Watch Skins allows people to 
take their favorite virtual 
collectibles and show them to 
the world.

19 Million
Units

117 Million 
Units by 2023



MARKET SIZE
The global digital asset 

market is worth: 

$100 
Billion

up from $85 billion in 2018.

Estimated revenue of the global 
smartwatch industry:

$13.36 Billion 2018

$10.23 Billion 2017

$5.39 Billion 2015

projected to reach

$36.9 billion
in 2023

CAGR of 22.5%

Between 2018 and 2023



Market research has established 
that younger generations want 
unique and scarce experiences 
and items.

By using blockchain 
technology to validate that 
our designs are one-of-a-kind, 
Watch Skins collectibles are 
truly unique and scarce.

We offer a 5-Diamond rating 
scale to establish the scarcity 
of Watch Skins designs.

A UNIQUE 
COLLECTIBLE 
PRODUCT
Unlike other digital watch faces, Watch 
Skins’ custom designs are authenticated 
by blockchain technology.

Facer.io, a digital watch face application, 
is the third-highest grossing app on the 
Google Play store, and boasts over 1 
million downloads.

Facer.io offers

Inexpensive, crowd 
sourced products with 
no scarcity.

This renders them 
almost valueless as 
collectibles.



Competitive Advantages

Issuance of own token

Use of Block Chain Smart Contracts

Wearable Crypto Collectible

Crypto Currency Payment

Retail ProductOfferings

Premium Watch Face Focus

Licensed Brands 

Configurator tool

Membership and Subscription Model

Model Non Technical in Nature

Debit Credit Card Payment

Android, IOs, Apps / Website

Social Feed

P2P MarketplaceS
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HOW TO ACQUIRE 
AND COLLECT
Watch Skins makes it simple  
to design and collect 
authenticated smartwatch 
faces.

Create An Account 
Or Sign In

Browse Digital  
Watch Faces

Select A Watch 

To Purchase

Or Configure



WHAT’S 
POSSIBLE…

Watch Skins also offers a random configuration tool for users 
who seek a unique design, but don’t wish to create it.

Watch Skins can also integrate with other smartwatch apps and services to 
deliver an enhanced experience (e.g., retrieving NFL scores for an NFL-
branded watch face, or celebrity Tweets for a celebrity-branded watch 
face).



P R O D U C T  E C O S Y S T E M

PROFILE
Watch Skins users can view what 
they own and what they’ve 
created.

SELL



P R O D U C T  E C O S Y S T E M

MARKETPLACE
This serves as the homepage of the 
Watch Skins app. Users can:

Browse watch offerings with 
set prices from retail brands.

See calls-to-action for 
watch drops and resales.



P R O D U C T  E C O S Y S T E M

COLLECTION
Users can browse their collection 
of watch faces that they’ve 
purchased.



P R O D U C T  E C O S Y S T E M

CONFIGURATOR
Users can create their own unique 
watch designs, authenticated on the 
blockchain.



Auction offers an eBay-style 
experience where users can 
choose to bid on virtual 
collectibles or “Buy It Now”.

P R O D U C T  E C O S Y S T E M

AUCTION



CRYPTO WATCHES
Crypto Watches is the first digital watch face 
brand powered by blockchain, and is the first 
brand showcased on the Watch Skins 
platform.

It represents an exciting leap forward in the 
world of digital collectibles by bringing 
limited-edition content to the exploding 
digital wearable marketplace.

Crypto Watches is defining an entirely new 
collectible segment and giving real utility 
to the blockchain.

Crypto Watches works 
with virtually all 

smartwatches, and the 
unique configuration tool 

allows users to create, 
customize, and purchase 
limited edition, designer 

smartwatch faces.



THE 
WATCH TOKEN
The Watch Skins marketplace uses a utility token called WATCH.

When smartwatch faces are designed and instantiated, WATCH tokens 
are burned and converted to non-fungible tokens that act as a validation 
mechanism, ensuring new designs are authenticated on the blockchain.

WATCH tokens facilitate transactions on GoChain, 
a high-performance public blockchain that allows 
for much greater speed and scalability than 
Ethereum and other public blockchains typically 
used for virtual collectibles.

All transactions are also verified and recorded 
on the Watch Skins private blockchain network.

Tokens bought during the offering will be redeemable as 
watch faces or may be traded as a commodity.

40%
Supply for use on 
the watch skins 

platform

20%
Sold on secondary 
public markets to 
raise additional 

development funds

WATCH tokens 
have a supply of:

40%
Long Term 
initiative

750 Billion



BUSINESS MODEL
Watch Skins Earns Revenue Through:

Instantiation 
fees

Transaction 
fees on sales 
and resales

Percentage of all 
sales of licensed 

content from partners

Premium Membership Fees:

Premium members will 
have access to:

Rare and exclusive items 
not available to others

Waived 
Transaction Fees

Phase II of Development:

Watch Skins will add physical product 
sales such as watch bands, as well as 

monetized gamification elements.



GO-TO-MARKET
Watch Skins will secure major brands 
under license and use influencer and 
digital marketing to push sales and grow 
public awareness. These anchor brands 
may not be watch-related 
(e.g., Marvel Studios).

Watch Skins will also pursue 
an event marketing strategy, 
appearing at:

• Consumer Electronic 
and Blockchain Expos

• Industry Conferences

• Exhibits

• Wearable Trade Shows After gaining a foothold in the US, 
Watch Skins will enter foreign 

markets with high enthusiasm for 
virtual collectibles, such as Asia.



CEO

Collin started his first company in 2003 and grew it to a national presence with over 75 
employees. Within 18 months of founding Reverse Mortgage Lending in 2016, he built it to one of 
the top 100 reverse mortgage brokerages in America. Collin has bootstrapped three companies 
that have earned millions of dollars in revenue. He has founded nine startups and brings direction, 
creative vision, and the ability to execute large scale projects relentlessly.

Collin Knock

Creative Director

Seth Cheshire is a Portland-based creative director, graphic designer and design educator. 
Currently Seth heads Portland based creative agency CheshireBeane as Creative Director, where 
his clients include Facebook, Instagram and Zillow. Over the past twelve years Seth has led 
creative and strategic teams working in physical and digital mediums across multiple markets 
including lifestyle, entertainment and technology.

Seth Cheshire

Director of Development

Justin founded his first company at 23 years old and brings over 20 years of experience in 
strategic planning, innovation and creative problem solving. As Co-Founder of Reverse Mortgage 
Lending, he’s been an essential guiding force as Director of Business Development. Over an 18 
month period, Justin designed and oversaw the large scale build of the company’s mortgage sales 
software, and was responsible for its implementation. He has been accountable for project 
management, content creation, product design, processes and procedure creation, as well as 
development of sales tools and software for multi-million dollar organizations.

Justin Knock

TEAM



Founding Advisor

Jason is a highly motivated and decorated US Navy SEAL bringing over 10 years of military leadership service. His team building expertise spans 
more than a decade in the Seal Teams as a respected operator, an instructor for close quarters combat and Basic Underwater Demolition Seal 
training, and a team mentor. After graduating from USC’s veterans MBA program, Jason developed extensive networks and skill sets in 
entrepreneurship and elite finance.  He has occupied various positions in Venture Capital and Private Equity funds throughout Southern California, 
and currently acts as a strategic advisor for Watch Skins.

Jason Witbeck

General Counsel / Founding Advisor

Richard brings a thorough understanding of the intersection of law and business to any endeavor. He has founded six startups and has served as 
an advisor to another fifty. Richard holds a J.D., an MBA, and has a strong background in business modeling, strategy and tactics. Richard has 
extensive experience in blockchain law, having acted as counsel or advisor to more than thirty industry participants. He built one of the first 
regional online lending platforms into an Inc. 500 company and sold it to a national lender. Richard created the first social network ever used by 
the recruiting industry, where his clients included Microsoft, Wachovia, and Toyota. He also created the first large-scale blog platform used by 
regional and national brands and real estate associations, and was the first subject matter expert in the industry.

Richard Nacht, Esq.

Strategic Advisor

Perry started his career in the enterprise software arena, gaining a strong understanding of the operations and complexities inherent in 
multinational business operations before moving to the world of startups and mobile apps. He brings invaluable experience gained within a Y 
Combinator startup backed by the likes of Kleiner Perkins, Bain Capital and Spark.  With a passion for working directly with clients on emerging 
technologies, Perry brings valuable strategic insight to all of his projects.

Perry Curac-Dahl

TEAM

Strategic Advisor

Grace Rachmany is a serial entrepreneur, founder of DAO Leadership, ICO Consult, and Gangly Sister. Grace is an expert in the blockchain space, 
specifically in the areas of DAO, distributed governance, leadership, and operations of distributed organizations. She has worked with over 100 
ICOs and dozens of additional projects in the blockchain space and served as advisor to regen.network, dnn.media, letz.do and other AI and 
crypto projects. With over 30 years of technology experience, she has held numerous management positions and served as CEO of
IwriteICOwhitepapers.com, Tech Tav and Marketecht. Grace works extensively with startups, having been Entrepreneur-in-Residence at 
Swisscontact, and mentor at Microsoft Ventures and Google Startup. She holds an MBA from Kellogg Northwestern and is a graduate of 
Anthony Robbins' Business Mastery and Landmark's Team Management and Leadership Program.

Grace Rachmany



TEAM

CFO / Founding Advisor

Jeremy has over 10 years of international CFO experience, ranging from startups to multinational turnarounds, and oversight of 
budgets up to $130 million. From 2008 to 2012, he turned around the North American distribution of CITIZEN® brand calculators 
from a $1.5 million loss to a $500,000 profit. In 2013, he created the financial model that led to the IPO for American Brewing
Company. Jeremy co-founded Ideator, the innovation network platform used by UCSD, UCLA, USC, Yale, Salesforce, and 
several other organizations. He holds a master of accounting degree, a bachelor of finance degree and has also earned the 
credentials of Certified Fraud Examiner and Registered Investment Advisor Representative.

Jeremy Sanders

Global Licensing Advisor

With degrees in both law and accounting, and 25 years in licensing and business development, Steven has combined his vision, 
experience and strong industry contacts to build The Brand Liaison into one of the licensing industry’s leading boutique 
agencies. Throughout his career, Steven has been active in all aspects of intellectual property, including the worldwide licensing 
and enforcement of various world famous properties, representing licensors and licensees in deals with brands such as Gloria 
Vanderbilt, Bill Blass, Nautica, FUBU, Converse, Puma, as well as properties owned by Disney, MGM, Warner Brothers, the NFL, 
NBA, NCAA, and FIFA.  In addition to his strong negotiation skills and ability to craft business deals advantageous to all parties, 
Steven is able to utilize his creative and entrepreneurial skills to provide guidance in brand development and product 
development. 

Steven W. Heller, Esq.

Global Licensing Advisor

Cory Waisner brings over 25 years of licensing industry expertise in multiple channels including marketing, licensing and sales of 
licensed products. His experience has taught him the complexities of both character and brand licensing, and has earned him the 
coveted Disney Licensee of the Year Award. His licensing activities focus on fashion, characters and entertainment properties, 
and include work with brands such as Disney, Warner Bros., Vans, Billabong, Old Navy, Dry Bar, Skechers, and Ironman 
Worldwide Competitions, across multiple product categories.  His experience also includes licensed and private label product 
development, as well as sourcing new products, designs and unique fabrications.   

Cory Waisner



Product & Development Global License & Brand Acquisition

Market Research & Analytics Marketing & Visual Direction

PROVEN PARTNERS

CheshireBeane makes connections with creative stories, and makes clients look really good while they’re 
doing it. They create brand identity systems and campaigns that speak to today’s consumer.  
The agency’s products, platforms and campaigns move products as well as culture. 

Their clients include Nike, Facebook, Instagram, Google and LinkedIn.

Fueled is an award-winning technology consultancy that transforms businesses by generating 
ideas, building products, and accelerating growth.

From award-winning iOS and Android app development to elegant, seamless web 
development, they build products that thrive at the intersection of business goals and user 
needs. They’ve built apps for MGM Resorts, Verizon, Crunchbase, Barney’s NYC and Warby
Parker.

The Brand Liaison is a top-tier licensing and brand management agency focused on creating 
new revenue streams for clients through licensing, strategic partnerships and other brand 
extension opportunities.

Their collective experience includes activities with brands including Bill Blass, Gloria Vanderbilt, 
Liz Claiborne, Laura Ashley, Geoffrey Beene, JEEP, FUBU, Puma, Converse, Disney, Warner Bros., 
the NFL, NBA, NCAA, FIFA World Cup, and many more.

The NPD Group offers data, industry expertise, and prescriptive analytics to help grow businesses in a 
changing world. With offices in 27 cities across the Americas, Europe, and Asia-Pacific, they help clients 
measure, predict, and improve performance across all channels. 

More than 2,000 companies worldwide rely on NPD to help them measure, predict, and improve 
performance across all channels, regarding pricing, product management, product innovation, 
assortment, and customer segmentation.



ROADMAP

Phase 1

PROOF OF CONCEPT

Market Place & 
Trading Platform 

Watch Skins Configurator

Peer to Peer Transfer

1st Licensed Brand
(Crypto Watches)

Token Sale

5 World Wide Brands

Phase 2

LAUNCH INITIATIVE

Full Scale 
Marketing Launch

Online 
Accessories Launch

Loot Box 
Subscription Launch
(Physical & Digital Goods)

Premier Membership 
Implementation

30 Additional Brands

Augmented Reality 
Development

3D Animation 
Development

Phase 3

COMPLETION

30 Additional Brands

Watch Skins® brand smart 
watch development

Full suite of AR & 
VR Products

Retail Accessories 
Launch

CES 2020 Launch



Thank You

Collin Knock, CEO
Watch Skins

hello@watchskins.com

Copyright Notice - All images, illustrations, logos, and artwork is copyright and/or trademark to their respective owners. All 
artwork used in this document is for demonstration use only. Use of copyright or trademark phrases or images does not 

imply any affiliation with or endorsement by such owners.


